Picture Guide of the construction of public pit latrines

Described is the basic version, consisting of 4 toilets.
1st Digging the Trench

Length: 2m
Width: 0.7m
Depth: 2m
Placing the Basic Timber

70 cm

70 cm
Set up of the 1st Partition

50 cm
Set up of the 1st Latrine Slab

Drop the 1st latrine slab onto the inner frame

Support with the short wooden slat
Set up of the 2nd Partition Wall

Just place the 2\textsuperscript{nd} partition next to the short timber.

Like here!
Set up of the 1st Latrine Slab

Support with the 2\textsuperscript{nd} short timber

Drop the 2\textsuperscript{nd} latrine slab onto the 2\textsuperscript{nd} inner frame
Support for the setting up of the partitions

- Be sure the partitions are vertical!
- Fix the support timber just temporary!
- 10 cm
Set up of the remaining slabs and partitions

As described before ……
Fasten the plastic tarpaulin on the roof
Fasten the supporting timber on the roof and rear side
Fasten the plastic tarpaulin on the rear side
Installation of the 1st doors

10 cm
Installation of the remaining doors

As described before ......

Don’t forget a shallow drainage ditch if necessary